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About us

What happens when related 
personalities meet?
Normally, a friendship is 
born.
But when those who meet are 
a passionate wine producer, 
a brilliant photographer 
and a wandering artist, 
the situation becomes more 
interesting. 
Meeting point?
Surfing!
Hence, the Sea Bird 1965 
project.
Nature has always been a 
generous mother. The sooner 
you understand this, the 
sooner you get to the love 
and passion that animates 
our lives.

Sea Bird starts from the 
concept of simplicity. The 
glide of a bird that touches 
the surface of the water, 
free and elegant, the same 
feeling you have when sliding 
on a wave ........ flying!
Our main purpose is to 
highlight the passion and the 
strictly handcrafted work.
Essential component of Sea 
Bird 1965 creations.
Inspired by the great surfing 
culture of the past.



chilling model 20.21

white
100% cotton

100% true made in Italy







sea bird official 20.21
black

100% cotton
100% true made in Italy





fly away model 20.21

blue navy and Chia yellow sand graphic
100% cotton

100% true made in Italy





freesurf model

white
100% cotone

100% true made in Italy





single fin model

black whit graphic Chia yellow sand
100% cotone

100% true made in Italy



manufacturing

The Sea Bird clothing collection is made according 
to criteria that we consider sacred.

Our sweatshirts and t-shirts are part of a comple-
tely made in Italy artisan production, which starts 
from the creation of the garment model, up to the 
sewing of the label.

Our graphics are silkscreened one by one.

We personally and meticulously check the quality 
of the entire production process.





© Sea Bird Project

CONTACTS:

hello@seabirdproject.com

order@seabirdproject.com

www.seabirdproject.com



WWW.SEABIRDPROJECT.COM


